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Ten New Courses Added

Engineering Core to be Created
This Fall q uarter, Arm
strong i s to offer ten addi
tional courses, forming a
core curriculum
for
engineering majors. Dr.
Burnett, Acting President
of ASC, sa id the new cur
riculum was "not a
dramatic change" in the
current "3- 2" program that
Armstrong and other
schools in the University
System of Georgia have im
plemented with Georgia
Tech.
The 3-2 program was
described by Dr. B urnett as
a "contractual" agreement,
whereby an engineering
student can take "three
years of academic work at a

senior college, and two
years at Georgia Tech."
The student graduates
from this five year program
with two degrees, one from
each college attended. The
new courses would take a
student through most of
his junior year of engineer
ing, apparently allowing a
student to omit the second,
science-related degree,
and concentrate specifical
ly o n engineering.
Dr. Burnett stated that
the courses can be accomidated within the cur
rent departments. The only
new financial burden incur
red by the college will be
the hiring of one additional
faculty member, a pro

fessor of Engineering.
The new core, advised
by and implemented with
Georgia Tech, is specifical
ly founded on the hope of
"building a base" for a full
degree program at Arm
strong. Interest in another
engineering program in
Georgia has been stirred by
the discussion of the col
lege's future.
The most obvious pro
blem with the new core is
the
possibility
of
duplicating Savannah
State's
Engineering
Technology program. Dr.
Burnett did not see this
core developement as "at
all duplicative of their pro
grams." There is, he ex

plained, a significant dif
ference between engineer
ing and engineering techWhile an engineer is train
ed
in
design,
the
technologist concentates
more on the practical
aspects of the field. Joe
Adams, Dean of t he School
of Arts and Sciences, has
also been working on the
new arrangements with
Georgia TeGh, and he
elaborated on the dif
ferences
between
engineering
and
technology. "The academic
aspect of engineering
technology requires less
mathematical preparation,
a lesser degree of prepara
tion in pure science and

the men's egos.
Watch where you step
when you are walking to
class Wednesday - you
might step on a sidewalk
artist. Weather permitting,
individuals and organiza
tions will be coloring the
sidewalks with their own
messages
centering
around the homecoming
theme. All artwork must be
completed by 1:30 in o rder
to be judged. The winning
organization will gain
points that will be
tabulated at the end of the
week.
The organization
with the most, total points
will be awarded the
Homecoming Spirit Trophy.
There will also be a pep
rally/ bonfire on Wednes
day night-for time and
locale, see Carla or Al Har
ris in the Student Activities
c a L e 9.° es^ y
brin9s
u
a
th g
Office.
touch of burlesque to the
Thursday
brings
Casino Night to Armstrong.
Legs Contest* will be held Students can earn money
to be used during Casino
the sexioo
u/aist to Night by answering the
reaches from his wakrt
special question asked of
,he ground. Th»
to them by the people dresse^
in "Ritzy" clothes.
The
answer can be found in th e
Homecoming Handbook,

faith in the student body.
"The College Union Board
programs the Homecoming
festivities using the stu
dent activities fund. There
is no reason why all the
students shouldn't support
our team-especially since
they are doing so well this
season. So c'mon out and
"Put on the Ritz" with
everybody."
Februarys
starts the Homecoming
festivities with "Puttin' on
the Ritz" day. All s tudents
are encouraged to dress in
their "ritziest" clothes to
help kick off the week of
fun and frolic. 0r 9 a " i z .®"
tions-are encouraged to
participate, and
i
be awarded for the best

Pre-Law Club
Formed

Armstrong State Col
lege has formed a Pre-Law
club and will hol d it's first
meeting on February 1st.
According to the club's
constitution, approved on
January 16, membership is
open to all Armstrong
students in good academic
standing who are in
terested in careers in the
legal and para-legal profes
sions.
which is available in
The central order of
theStudent Activities of
business of the first
fice.
Casino Night
meeting will
be to
festivities begin at 8:00 PM
familiarize members with
inthe MCC Building, with
the clubs by-laws and to
the auction starting at
elect
officers.
10:00. There is no admis
Part of the purpose of
sion to the event.
the pre-law club will be to
There will be a balloon
provide useful information
blowing and balloon popp
to pre-law majors. This will
ing contest on Friday at
be accomplished through a
12:30 in the cafeteria.
variety of activities, such
Points will be awarded to
as LSAT- workshops, which
the first, second, and third
will provide students with
place teams in their quest
methods and strategies for
for the coveted Homecom
test-taking.
Guest
ing Spirit Trophy.
speakers will also be in
Friday night brings
vited to meetings; and will
Belle Notte to the MCC
give club members needed
Faculty Dining Room. A
information
on
law
fine spaghetti dinner will
schools, employment op
be served by the faculty
portunities, law practices,
and staff of ASC. Entertain
and general areas of in
ment will be provided by
terest in the legal profes
Red
Neckerson, the
sions.
famous commentator of
The first meeting will be
WAEV's Morning Madness
held on February 1,1984 in
Show. Dinner will b e serv
Room 5 in the old student
ed starting at 6:00 PM.
center at 12:30. Dr. Denni s
Tickets are available in th e
Murphy of the Criminal
Student Activities Office.
Justice Department is the
Saturday, February 11
club's advisor. Intere
d
brings the LaGrange Pan
students who cannot at
thers into the Pirate's
tend the meeting should
Denfthe ASC Gym). Get to
contact him in t he Criminal
the game at 6:00 to cheer
Justice office.
continued on pg. 11

No Place Like Homecoming
Armstrong State's
1984 Homecoming pro
mises to be the most ex
citing wee k of the year, ac
cording to Carla English.
Carla is this year's College
Union Board Special
Events Chairperson, a posi
tion she took over in
November. Although the
rest of the College Union
Board had been working on
Homecoming since July,
Carla immediately took
control of th e situation and
has put together a truly
outstanding calendar of
events for the students of
Armstrong. According to
Carla, the theme for
Homecoming 1984 is "Puttin' on the Ritz."
Overall, Homecoming
is a fun-filled week when
sometimes even the most
blasef of students will get
the "school spirit." The
whole week is geared to en
courage students to rally
behind their Pirates(for
those of you without
"school spirit," we have a
basketball team named the
Pirates).
Although Arm
strong is basically a com
muter college, S.G.A. Presi
dent William Collins has

calculus based physics."
Both Dr. Burn ett and Dean
Adams state that the two
programs are rarely com
bined, and that the overlap
with Savannah State will be
minimal.
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Rasslin
By Michael Alwan

A social scientist would claim, I assume, to ap
proach a "culture," or the rituals elemental to a culture,
from no moral standpoint. So there was something
perverse about Chris Fuhrman being Intoxicated at the
wrestling match on Sunday night. A pint of "Wild
Turkey" had not only dulled his perception: by assuming
that this particular ritual only deserved half his con
scious being, he infected the whole body of our enter
prise with derision and preconception.
The rest of us could take our wrestling objectively,
which is to say temperately. Our lack of foresight sort of
forced good behaviour on us, for noways can you buy
"Wild Turkey" on a Sunday.
Anyway, four and a half men, supposedly in mufti,
rendevouzed at the Civic Center at 7.00pm. Only we
should have been a gang of six, but one fellow's spirit of
adventure was repressed by his humourless wife. The
men of free will were George Hardy. Mike Barker, Mark

Matthews (a wild thing), the bug-eyed Fuhrman, and
"The Editor." Now our signals got crossed somehow
regarding the dress code. Mr. Barker wore a baby blue
designer jacket and was garnished with his conspicuous
"stars & stripes" scarf. I did wear a black leather jacket,
but had ommltted a T-shirt, naively donning an inoffen
sive button-up and a wool sweater of too sophisticated
hues.
Standing in the foyer, trying to ignore the
suspicious and reactionary looks of Chevrolet caps
everywhere, the first of many sad apocalyptic observa
tions was made. A late night at ringside is family
entertainment-for Grandma, Grandpa, Momma, Daddy,
young adults, little babies. They came in museum piece
Ford and Chevy pick-ups, weathered Delta 88's with
tossing twelve-foot C.B. antennas, shiny red Toyota
"4WD" mini pick-ups with fat chrome roll-bars and the
"stars & bars" flying on the license plates (making

Barker's Yankee ornament that much mor»
offensive)~eager parents and their families, some hand
in-hand, pounding up the Civic Center steps. And w e'd
got all het Up with manly fortitude, expecting an a n
dlence of similarly charged, but more dangerous menonly to walk into the happy Sunday sojurn-place of three
generations.
We were a little sceptical at first about the scinceri;
ty of the U.S. Title Championship Wrestling at theSavan
nah Civic Center, because bout number one pitted two
midgets against each other. Certainly, these angry little |
pot-bellied athletes, flaunting a lot of grey hair, weighed
in at a claimed two hundred pounds (thereabouts), but f
they weren't much taller than five and a half feet. But we;
figured out that there were weight classes (oil
something), because the susequent fighters were a l
least of average build. Sometimes there was more grey

AbraCadaver
by Ronnie Thompson
I can't remember saying anything like
MacArthur did when the Japs ran him off
of the Phillipines in WWII. Regardless, I
have returned, inheriting the ponderosity
left behind by the ghost of Timmie; a
fellow that Michael and myself once
labored with. Now vacationing from
academic failures until such a time when I
am resolved to finish, I have retreated to a
night class and a full-time job. In doing so,
I find myself closer to the "real life."
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Before this editorial becomes too
meaningless, I would like to simply
describe my link to this real life that I am
about to ponder. I drive a big red truck that
transports rental linens, uniforms, floormats, dust-mops, liquid soap, toilet paper,
cabinet roll towels, paper towels, shop
towels, fender covers, table linens, etc. In
my deliveries I travel to rural destinations
in Georgia and the Carolina low-country as
well as to booming resorts like Hilton
Head, Richmond Hill, Rincon, Clyo, and
Highway 17. My usual day takes me to
hotels, motels, restaurants, gas-stations,
Starvin Marvins, hospitals, garages, and
even an occasional funeral home. All
these things that I have set forth above are
relevant to the question below...
What is the "real life" besides
perpetual indebtedness; in terms of
monetary obligation or more importantly,
the conditions to which all men - to
whatever degree - bind themselves to in
the formation and pursuit of what their
lives are to be? Leaving aside the abstract,
whether it be figures in the ledgers of our
creditors (as some debts seem beyond
payment) or forms of our own thoughts,
consider life as motion - how we physically
commute from our birth until our death. In
being so simple, I hope Philosophy will
forgive me for exploiting the common
things that round out a man's life.
Let's say you live in this particular
town that I service on Tuesdays and
Fridays. One Tuesday I happen to notice
you dining at probably the best restaurant
in town, although I wouldn't eat there
(because I've been in the kitchen). The
sole reason I remember you is because I
overheard you casting terrible insults con
cerning my "common" and "low-life" pro
fession, all the while dispersing cornbread

crumbs generously about your dinin
mate from your stuffed, and thereto
should be closed, mouth. Nevertheless,
bear no grudge; Like many men I h a*
likewise sinned.
Friday, at the hospital, it seem!
logical that I should stumble across yi
(all the locals have told me about the ras
of food-poisonings during the week). Su
enough, as I search for the head nursec
duty to sign for my delivery, I catch
glimpse of you in your bed, clutching yo
belly. I had little premonition of wh
would come the next week....
Tuesday, at the only funeral home
the county (or so it seems every time
make my weekly visitation, judging bytl
always present clientele), it saddened IT
somewhat when upon entering the roo
where I am to deliver fresh sheets, pillo
cases and "face-towels" (which happe
to be the central room of operations ai
temporary storage - "holding") that I sp
you lying casually on a rolling table rig
?• c,oset d°°r wherein lies t
i
?, , !men ' am ^ "pick-up"(qu
ofTnu/tlh? thlS' thou9h't repels me). CI
of four tables in the house (rather "horn

f

nfarl

}

three are taken>

so

1

9en

Now I m?,~t
M llnen oa the vacant on
y°U aside " 1 cannot all<
anvthinn to k
anything to keep me from takinq whatv
consist of next week's wash.
check atdthpUoffreWe" and pick up 1
have comDlPteH
Shortly thereaftei

return to Savannah, Taden^th
or)
control of my truck rarLJ^i.
'
coming string of traffic Not^ 'f1®.the
but I unintentionally kin a t
'
was i, something that l said™ °°mm^

V
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hair, s ometimes less, and some of the wrestlers were
young- Then you would have a man of obviously superior
musculature and fitness tumbling with a man who was
perhaps e xperiencing a sympathetic pregnancy. There
were also an unaccountable number of Champions and
Heros, we aring those too familiar title belts with hugh
tin plaques (not allowed in the ring, of course, and so
held triumphantly over the head before throwing it at a
theatrically disraught referee.)
Everyone has been exposed to televised wrestling.
You watch, and you know that the injuries that wrestlers
apparently inflict on each other are impossible. But from
across that distance which the screen and camera
places betw een event and spectator, you just can't be
sure how much physical contact is made. When you're at
the Savannah Civic Center, ringside, there's no qquestion at all. Wrestlers wind their arms and legs around
each other and by twists and holds too esoteric for the
audience to follow, they stress their small acting
abilities to the breaking point. Facial expressions so
simply exaggerated that they were embarrasing in
dicated the unbearable pain of Joints on the verge of
dislocation, while earthquake discombobulations of the
body are the result of ludicrously faked punches upside
the head. A f avourite and devastating wrestling move is
to stomp like a Clydesdale on your opponent's foot; you
can see the pain shooting from toe to gaping jaw,
precisely like the action of that carnival attraction where
you hit a fulcrum with a sledge hammer to shoot the
puck up to the bell. Only the sledge-hammer stomp and
the foot it supposedly destroys are separated by about
six Inches of clear tarpaulin, and the whole routine was
badly timed. I guess that to anticipate the pain of such a
violent, if not admirable move has a certain
psychological accuracy. It just didn't work for me.
Other moves became emblematic of wrestling as
the noisy night wore on, especially a certain flip-flop
move ("souffle," somcne told me, is the proper wrestlespeak), only a couple of seconds in execution, were the
wrestlers end up sitting face to face and the bad guy has
been severely compromised; again, in a way not ap
parent t o beginners in wrestling. More interesting, or
depressing, were the people around us. For instance:
somehow, in the ringside row on my left, a solid
behavioural block had been formed of a group of wizen
ed men, per haps predeterminately assembled, wearing
lumberjack shirts and Chevrolet caps. They were distinc
tive for being quiet, and still, sitting with hands or
elbows propped on spread knees, the turkey skin at the
nape of the neck tightened into double cords as they
stared up at the action from their slump. They were by
far the most enigmatic of the audience. On the other
hand, there were the already mentioned youths (ten
years to twenty-five) who waxed more and more obnox
ious as time passed and they forgot themselves. The
women were especially belligerent, making themselves
quite distinct above the din. Bloodthirsty they seemed,
standing on their chairs and bouncing on their toes, and
screaming o bscene, hysterical exhortations to get in
there," to "kick his ass," and to "kill." This is a mild sam

ple; the whole audience was, of course, unrestrictedly
profane. But I guess the girls learned the proper manner
of bearing at a contest of strength from their grandmas,
because, looking behind me to investigte a more pierc
ing scream, I saw a woman of eighty years or
thereabouts, with a little girl about six years old sitting
on her knee, snarling at the ring and accenting every
word with neck-snapping gesticulations of her headmoving only her head, because of the little girl poised on
her knee. The girl payed no attention to anything going
on in the Civic Center; she was playing with some toy in
her lap.
Later, and still incredulous, the gang of five dicussed their unanimous inference that the spectators, so
vehement in their calls for blood, actually believed that
something physical was going on In the ring, besides
some decent gymnastics by the younger, healthier
wrestlers. We talked to one obese black woman who fre
quently leaped to her feet to address the ring
authoritatively. Incredibly, she was hobbling out of the
auditorium with a cane, when the wrestling was over and
we chased after her. No way would anyone who had not
seen it believe that this same woman had so powerfully
thrown her insults and her body at the ring. We asked her
some spontaneous and rather silly questions,
something like:
"Excuse me, we're from the newspaper."
"Sage Nod."
Do you really enjoy all this?"
"Yeah."
"Do you think those people are really getting hurt
up there?"
"Yeah."
Chris breaks in with:
"Do you like this better than boxing?"
"Oh yeah."
"How long have you been going to these things?"
"Twenty-four years."
We, taken aback, almost simultaneously:
"Twenty-four years?"
"I'm Rose Young."
Another stout aged man on the other side of the
ring had been shouting at a wrestler who had been an
nounced as a German. The German, paying unusual at
tention to a haranguing spectator, shouted back. The old
guy made some obscene gestures and offered to fight. I
think the German declined.
We grabbed this guy, who was dressed in a bellyhugging shirt with purple horizontal stripes, and asked
him what he and the German had been fighting about.
"I'm Jewish!" he said. ("I'm Jewish too," Fuhrman
interjected.) The German had apparently been insulting
Jews, arbitrarily addressing himself, I guess, to any Jew
in the audience.
I told him to kiss my t —!(?), he said. That s
Jewish for kiss my ass. He understood it."
These were, of course, not the only insults with an
ethnic or sociological basis. I'm ashamed to recall that

the gang of five set some precedents In the Civic Center
for Communist slander. Mr. Barker was especially In
strumental and Is not ashamed of it. He jumped to his
feet once like any good wrestling fan, caught up in the
pagan spirit of things, and harangued the wrestlers with
accusations of communist sympathies.
There was another group of four sitting in the chairs
directly behind us; rather, they had been sitting, because
the two girls were now standing on the chairs and
screaming at the top of their lungs. The two men were
standing on the floor, shouting those self-conscious
type of insults that don't sound quite right. They im
mediately picked up on The Barker's communist taunts;
in fact, they echoed almost everything we ventured to
shout at the ring. I heard one of the men yell, for in
stance, "You commie people!" a couple of times."
"Commie" was echoed throughout the Civic Center.
I heard it from all quarters, but one particular emanation
sticks in my mind. "Emanation" seems the right word,
because of the sameness of the repeated scream way up
in the balcony:
"You - com - mi e."
This girl screamed a monotone, dispassionate scream, if
there's any such thing.
"You - com - m ie."
Each syllable had equal stress. It was like some shrill, in
fernal instrument--or a clarinet blown into the wrong
way, producing an unmusical shriek-or a very highpitched steam whistle.
"You - com - mie."
I screamed back at her once. She stopped for a few
seconds, like my dog would stop barking if I yelled at it.
Then she started up again for a last few refrains, regular
as clockwork.
"You - com - mie."
I hadn't expected any severe culture shock from go
ing to a wrestling match. That's why I couldn't unders
tand Mr. Fuhrman's increasing, or decreasing, stupification, except in terms of drunkeness. Sometimes I think
Chris must suffer a daily culture shock, but this was a
more subconscious experience, were one couldn't
define exactly the atmosphere. ("The Horror," he said
once.) Mumbling things about having a transcedental ex
perience, he slumped into stasis towards the end of the
night, reviving occasionally to shout obscenities, and
once to throw a plastic cup at the ring.
Other of our compatriots were too busy to feel the
tragedy of the night. George Hardy and Mark Matthews
were handling two of our three cameras and spent most
of their time squinting through view-finders and trying to
keep up with our pleas for a shot of this or that absurdi
ty. Unfortunately, there wasn't room in this issue for the
photos, which were pretty tacky anyway. But the story,
such as it is, stands despite a few misgivings. Please
write in your reaction to the /r?/rwe//("alright," "totally
boring," "too much," etc.), and say if you would like
more projects of this sort.

Employment Opportunities

PART TIME
CLERICAL
Desk Clerk needed at local inn.
20-40 h rs./wk. $3.75/hr. No exp.
needed.
Computer Operator needed for I B
M System 34.
Clerk n eeded to work evenings.
Type 40-50 wpm. Hrs. flex.
$4.50-5.00/hr.
IB M Display Writer wanted. Exp.
only. 5-8(or 9), M -F, &/or wkerids.
Sal. neg.
FOOD SERVICE
Server nee ded for morning shifts
at inn. $2.01 plus tips.
Food Servers needed at local inn.

Waitress needed.
25 hrs/wk.
5 days/wk. & some weekends.
$2.01 plus tips.
Food Handler/Cashier needed.
5am-1pm, days/flex. Min. wage.
Cashiers, Waiters, & Waitresses
wanted. Hrs./flex. Cashiers-mm
wage. Waiters & waitresses- $2.01
plus tips.
Cashiers wanted at local
restaurant. Days, hrs./flex.

)V

clays/hex. $2X

plus tips (usually
avg. more than min. wage).

Crew needed at local restaurant.
Days & hrs. flex., min. wage.
Party Plan SaleaP
SSL' S°a" ontSlss'nn

Waiters & Waitresses needed at
Southside restaurant. Sal. neg.
10:30am-4pm, 3-6 d ays/wk.
Driver needed to deliver pizza.
Must be 18. Have own car & ins.
Mon-Sun, 1lam -1am; Fri. & Sat.,
I1am-2pm.
Min. wage plus
mi|eage and tips.

nonrtpd
d a y s /flex. Min. Wage.

Sat.

to handle

T innhnno ^aipcs nosition oDen

Janitorial position open.

Need

hr.
Telephone Solicitor needed for
CLERICAL
evenings.
31/2 hrs./night.
Desk Clerk Needed at local inn.
$3.35-4.00.
20-40 hrs./wk. $3.75/hr. No exp.
needed.
SALES
Clerical position open at new
Sales Rep. sought by local ins. co. business. Exp. required. Hrs/Sal.
Must be sales oriented, self neg.
motivated and have a high schoo
diploma. Hrs. flex. $210-250/wk. Secretary with word processing
and typing skills needed. Sal.,
Telephone Sales position opem neg. M-F, 8:30-5:00.
Hrs/days flex. Must own a phone.
Clerk needed to work evenings.
Sal.-commission.
Type 40-50 wpm.
Hrs. flex.
Party Plan Salesperson needed^ $4.50-5.00/hr.
Telephone & car required.
Hrs/days flex. Sal comm.
FOOD SERVICE
Outside Salesperson wanted
Cooks needed at new business.
acc't & bus. background. Exp. required. Hrs./Sal. neg.
8-5, M-F, Sal. travel allowance plus
Cashiers and Food Servers need
commission.
ed. $3.35 to start.
H S Social Studies Teacher need
Waiters & Waitresses needed at
ed. M-F. salary neg.
Southside restaurant. Sal. neg.
Dental Hygenist & Dental^ Recep 4pm-1pm, 3-6 days/wk.
tionist needed. M-F, 9-5, sal./neg.

Server needed for morning shifts
at inn. $2.01 plus tips.
Food servers needed at local inn.
MISCELLANIOUS
Bellman, Front desk clerks,
Secretaries, & Housekeepers
needed. Hrs. & days fles.
Bellman, Front Desk Clerks,
Secretaries, & Housekeepers
needed. Hrs. & days flex.
Entertainer needed to play instru
ment, sing, & entertain. Need own
equipment, prefer female. 6pm9pm(or 10pm), Wed. & Thurs. Sal.
neg.
Reader for blind student needed.
Student with 2.5 Cum GPA and at
least 45 hrs earned preferred.

Contact the Counseling
and Placement Office for
more details concering
these positions.
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SCLC
Visits
Armstrong
By Jim Brown
A group of people from the Savannah chapter of the
Southern Christian Leadership Conference assembled
on the campus of Armstrong State College on January
13 to protest alleged lack of Intergration at ASC. The
group, headed by chapter president Howard Alls, mar
ched through the student center and administration
building "We Shall Overcome."
The SCLC were protesting that black enrollment at
ASC was too low and that not enough faculty and ad
ministrative positions were held by blacks. They also
expressed a desire that the next ASC president be a
black. A P residential Search Committee is in the pro
cess of recomending candidates for the position which
is currently held by Acting President Robert Burnett.
The Inkwell has acquired a copy of a letter, dated
Jan. 12, by Alls to members of the search committee.
In the letter he offers figures, some of them incorrect,
to support his claim of "unacceptable inequalities.
The incorrect statistics concern the number of faculty
members and black faculty members at ASC.
Contacted by the Inkwell on Jan. 20, Alls said that
he had obtained the figures from the EEOC in Atlanta.
He also admitted that, at the time, he thought the
figures were incorrect, but he called ASC's Acting
President in order to verify them. According to Alls,
President Burnett did not know the correct figures and
referred the president of the local SCLC to Mrs.
Strockin In the personell office, who in turn referred
Alls to the Chancellor's office in Atlanta. Alls says that
he was "hurt" at not being able to obtain the Informa
tion from ASC, and that Burnett should have given it to
him.
In any case, It is All's opinion that the employment
of a black president by ASC would be a great step
toward equality. He added that Savannah with Its 50
per cent black population would be an ideal place for a
black president of a predominantly white school.

JANUARY 1 2, 1584
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ARMSTRONG PR ESIDENTIAL SEARCH CO MMITTEE
ARMSTRONG ST ATE C OLLEGE
SAVANNAH, GEORGIA
DEAR M EMBERS:
YOU H AVE A WHEMBUS AND HIS TORIC T A^ 0^'SEREDUCATI0N
TSAKSS'^KSS'™ TO B E COURAGEOUS
AND JUS T.
CURRENTLY GEO RGIA'S PRETOMINATELY WH ITES

THESE^S?™TI0NS, WHICH TOS^^ATE

sis# ?g«;
IS 131 BUACK, THESE FIG URES AR EUNACCEPTAB .

SMKSFS

DESEGREGA-

KTsS'1TIES

PRECENTA6E O F FACULTY M EMBERS AN D AD MINISTRATORS W HO AR E GL AEK
35". OUR LA ST R ECOMMENDATION I S THAT YO U M AKE.YOUR SGREHROJ

R]GHT

TOE^THFM™DS°ANDECRITERW ESTABLISHED FOR THE SEARCH AN D TIC
CANDIDATES W HO A RE BE ING CONSIDERED.
We THANK YOU IN ADVANCE FO R YOUR FAI RNESS IN THIS MA TTER.
YOURS I N JUSTICE,

s>

^HOWARD ALLS, PRESIDENT,
SAVANNAH C HAPTER OF SLLL
cc: PRESIDENT ROBERT BA RNETT

CHANCELLOR VE RNON C RAWFORD
"IR. CLARENCE TH OMAS
R. WILLIAM TH OMAS
R. HOWARD SI NGLETON

All's Letter to Search Committee

Lectures Taped At Armstrong
by Rita B. E nzmann
In August 1983, the Mill
B. Lane Foundation award
ed a one-year pilot grant of
$35,000.00 for a project en
titled "The Conrad Aiken
Video Lecture Series," to
videotape lectures of
scholars - teachers who
were recognized nationally
and internationally as
definitive authorities in
their specific fields. Mr.
Bowman Beaufort is Pro
ject Director and Dr.
Joseph Killorin serves as
faculty advisor.
The lecture series was
named in honor of Conrad
Aiken because within the
scholarly community, is instanly connected with his
greatness as a modern
thinker, artist, and author.
Conrad Aiken also lived in
Savannah the first 11 and
last 11 years of his life,
making the choice of his
name for the lecture series
that much more ap
propriate.
The idea for the project
was conceived some years

ago
when
Marjorie
Nicholson, then head of the
Department of English and
Comparative Literature at
Columbia, mentioned to Dr.
Killorin that she had once
suggested to Mark Van
Doren (near the time of his
retirement from Columbia)
how interesting to future
students and satisfying to
himself it might prove to
preserve on film his
favorite lecture courses or
a part of them (say his lec
tures on Don Quixote),
presented
in
hes
customary way.
The seed sown, the idea
grew into the present grant
which provides for there
different scholars, who are
near retirement, to come to
Savannah each year for a
period of up to five weeks
during which time they will
polish their lectures in a
quiet atmosphere, enjoy
Savannah, and when they
are ready, videotape these
lectures. The purpose of
their coming to Savannah
is not to give classes, make

By Rita B. Enzmann
public appearances, or
even public lectures. It is
rather to provide the
scholars with a facility for
the recording and future
preservation
of
an
academic and scholastic
treasure.
Keyed to a broad au
dience, the professionally
edited and produced
videotaped lectures will be
made available to colleges,
universities,
public
libraries, and public broad
cast agencies. Armstrong
will house the tapes as a
part of the Archive Collec
tions in the Lane Library.
Dr. Richard Ellmann,
the Goldsmiths' Professor
of English Literature at Ox
ford University, England
was the inaugural lecturer.
The Woodruff Foundation
had brought him to teach at
Emory University for the
Fall 1983 quarter, but
despite his teaching a full
load of classes suitable ar
rangement for Professor
Ellman's trip to Savannah
and the taping of two lec

tures were finally made.
His first videotape lecture
was on James Joyce, the
second on Oscar Wilde.
The Oxford Professor is

Mr. Bowman Beaufort

recognized internationally
as the foremost authority
on James Joyce, having
written the definitive
continued on pa. 11
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From The Director's Desk
by Mr, John Suchower, Director of the ASC Masquers

tUMKIt

Shakespeare's The
Merry Wives of Windsor
Will not be the Masquers'
winter quarter production,
as sch eduled. It has been
placed on the back-burner,
so to speak. It will be
rescheduled for pro duction
during the 1984-85 season
.possibly the fall quarter.
The turnout for auditions
wasn't especially small,
but not enough men were
available to cast the given
play reasonabl y well. Bas
ed on the quality and quan
tity of talented persons
who auditioned, I decided
to cast, in place of
Shakespeare's comedy, a
classic French farce: A
Flea In Her Ear by George
Feydeau (1862-1921), the

unrivaled
writer
of
vaudeville
who con
siderably raised the literary
standard of that type of
drama. It opened in Paris in
1907, the same year that
the Cubist movement in art
began with the exhibit of
Pablo Picasso's Les
Demoiselles d'Avignon.
Production dates for A Flea
In Her Ear are Feb. 22 thru
25 (Wed. thru Sat.), nightly
at 8.00.

themselves of the oppor
tunity to see a college or
university production. Then
again, there are many in
dividuals on this campus
who have not taken this op
portunity.... I want to com
mend and congratulate the
cast and crew for a show
well done. Members of the
cast played dual roles
(twins) superbly: George
Hardy (Bill and Bob),
Michelle McAleer (Sally
and Sue), Kay Brasvyell
The fall quarter deli- (Pam and Pat), and Mike
theater production of Nick Alwan (Jim and Jack). A
marvelous exhibition of
Hall's Beside Yourself
(Nov. 10-12 and 17-19) was a talent!
One of our most am
very successful venture.
We were invited to bitious projects was last
transplant/mount the pro summer's season of
duction for a weekend run Actor's Repertory Theater
at
Tom
Coleman's at Armstrong. (ARTA). We
Stageside Desserts at mounted a deli-theater proof
Alan
Tyson's Corner. During the duction
first weekend of the new Ayckbourn's The Norman
year we presented the Conquests, a trilogy of fullshow for Stageside au length plays concerning a
diences, some of whom my group of related people.
not have had or availed The plays were not con

secutive, but all the events
occured during a single
weekend in different parts
of the house.thus, the au
dience were watching
events that were taking
place simultaneously with
those it had seen, or was
about to see. Each play was
complete in itself and
could be seen as a separate
entity, and the plays could
be seen in any order. All
were being produced as
one three-fold whole with
Table Manners being
played in alternating reper
toire with Living Together
and Round and Round the
Garden. The common fac
tor was Norman's inade
quate attempts to involve
himself in turn with his
sister-in-law, his brother-inlaw's wife, and, of course,
his own wife. This ARTA
project was the cultural
event of the season-4he
kind of theatrical form of
entertainment
that
cultivated persons would

go out of their way to at
tend. There was one cast
for all three plays, and the
members of that cast
deserve high praise and
recognition for their
outstanding performances:
Bill Gebhart (Norman), An
thony Edenfield (Tom), Bill
Easterling (Reg), Jana
Bellmoff (Ruth), Nellie
Shipley (Annie), and Beth
Proctor (Sarah).
If anyone - student,
faculty, staff, community
citizen - is interested in par
ticipating in the theatre
program at Armstrong, he
should contact me. There
is a lot of work that needs
to be done.
He should
realize that acting is but a
part of a hybrid art form
that requires the close in
teraction of a lot to be
learned as well. We are for
tunate to be tied to a pro
cess that fosters ex
cellence: education!

O'Toole Brings Nakedness To Class
A MOVIE REVIEW
The Ruling Class is a
British film originally
released in 1971. Largely
because of renewed in
terest in its star, Peter
O'Toole, it is being
rereleased and has some
how wandered into Savan
nah where it will probabiy
die, quietly, after the
obligatory week.
This
predictable doom is
undeserved.
The Ruling
Class is an original and
bizarre film; as intelligent
and shocking a satire as
you are likely to see this
season. Obviously it failed
in its time--probably more.
The fil m is a sardonic,
allegorical farce about the
English a ristocracy in par
ticular, and the human con
dition in general.
Peter
O'Toole is marvelous as the .
insane 14th Earl of Gurney
who has inherited his
father's estate.
It is an
even mo re remarkable per
formance when one con
siders the state of
O'Toole's career at the
fine. The Earl thinks he is
Jesus Christ. He sleeps on
a large wooden cross in the
drawing room. He is served
by the elderly butler (Arthur
Lowe), a clos et communist
who has inherited 30,000
Pounds from the late Earl
yet remains on the estate

by Chris Fuhrman

to torment his employer's questions, challenging the
scheming relatives. When intellect, not merely the
deceived into a sadistic eye or libido.
Peter Medak, an offbeat
"cure," the young Earl's in
sanity becomes sublimated Hungarian director based
into the socially acceptable in Britain, fearlessly takes
mode of repressive Vic- innumerable chances and
torianism.
Secretly he only occasionally fails. The
believes he is Jack the Rip flaws are minor. A tighter
per, and as he is accepted pacing might, at least by to
by society he wades deeper day's standards, make this
film more palatable. Medak
into depravity. O'Toole is
absolutely credible despite
the histrionics required for
the role.
He brings a
rawness, a nakedness, to
his performance which
compels us to believe in
him. In one startling shot
he stares into the camera
and begins screaming in
sanely, drooling, his eyes
bulging and becoming red
as the camera pulls from a
close-up to a high anajeThis simple, primal mo
ment is the most chilling
and genuinely shocking im
age I have seen for some
sometimes bogs in his own
time More is conveyed in indulgences--but there is
one shot than many lesser enough cinematic radiance
films can ma"ap.® c/ass to blind the viewer to most
hours. The Ruling Class
of the excess.
The
explores oligarchy, m
director's benign perversity
altruism
ana is accurately conveyed
tv
malevolence
c o n s e p through
eccentric
camerawork and editing
and^stonP'psych'ologjcal
which occasionally ehcits
comparison with Rellmi at
and"' fmaPy°'otf1^rPr^'orthy
his
most
gloriously

"This simple,
primal moment
is the most
chilling and ge
nuinely shock
ing image that I
have seen for
some time..."

fdeas

often

raising

more

hallucinagenic.
Dialogue
is witty and allusive in the
British tradition and
sometimes hilarious.
Vaudeville numbers erupt
throughout the film when
least expected, further
complicating a strange
combination of genre in
Which slapstick, exhiliration, silliness, pity, horror,
and cerebral fireworks in
termingle in novel and in
triguing ways.
The print I saw was
rather scratched and muffl
ed.
Consequently the
understated dialogue in the
opening
was
often
unintelligible,
partly
because of the British ac
cents. The film has been
exhibited in several
variously
truncated
versions--the current one is
allegedly a full restoration-and the film quality was
uneven.
There is some similarity
between The Ruling Class
and an earlier De Broca
film, King 6f Hearts, a
slightly more popular
cult/university favorite.
The Ruling Class goes even
farther
than
its
predecessor. Though it is
more eccentric the main
character is probed so in
timately that he is not
merely an allegorical sym

bol or a caricature. We are
allowed to sympathize with
him as a human being and
as a victim.
The Weis Cinema is
resking certain loss to ex
hibit films such as this.
There were few people in
the cinema when I saw this
unexpected treat. The pro
jectionist
apparently
thought it unnecessary to
show the end credits. In
the past year we have been
given the opportunity to
see such films as Das Boot,
The Draughtsman's Con
tract and a few other
surprises-which, though
they are only a sampling of
the less popular adult and
college oriented films
available, have been con
spicuously absent from
this city in recent years.
They are a welcome alter
native to films whose major
attributes are things such
as high-tech, slow-motion,
rapidly edited close-ups of
buttocks
quivering
rhythmically to insipid
disco music. While some
mainstream movies are
quite good, or at least de
cent escapism, we need an
outlet for marginal, brilliant
films like The Ruling Class.
There has been talk of
opening an "art cinema"
but it has not materialized.
3

Camille
Bartolotto

Lisa
Thomson

A senior majoring in
Dental Hygiene.
Sponsored by the
Junior American
Dental Hygiene
Association.

A senior majoring in
General Studies.
Sponsored by
Sigma Kappa
Sorority.

Terri
Lyne
Uribe

Sandy
Stewart
A senior majoring in
Physical Education.
Sponsored by the
Physical Education
Club.

A freshman
majoring in
Nursing.
Sponsored by the
Georgia National
Association of
Nursing Students.

The
1984
Homecoming
Queen
Contestants

Janet
Potincy

Tina
Tomasino

A sophomore
majoring in
Business.
Sponsored by
Phi Mu Fraternity
for Women.

A freshman
majoring in
Nursing.
Sponsored by
Sigma Nu.

Page
Falligant

Laura
Whittington

A sophomore
majoring in
Elementary
Education.
Sponsored by the
Bapist Student
Union.

A senior majoring in
Health Information
Management
Sponsored by the
Student Medical
Record Association
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Kim
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Leslie
Warnock

A sophomore
majoring in
Middle School
Education.
Sponsored by the
College Republican
Club.

A senior
majoring in
Chemistry.
Sponsored by
Alpha G a m m a
Delta.

Laurie
Hedgecock
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LeAnn
Whitfield

A freshman
majoring in
Chemistry.
Sponsored fe/The
Geechee.

A Senior
majoring in
Criminal Justice
(Law).
Sponsored by the
ASC Pre-Law Club.

The
1984
Homecoming
Queen
Contestants

Michele
Cherry
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Cornn

Sponsored by the
E.B. Twitmeyer
Society.

A sophomore
majoring in
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Sponsored by the
ASC Dungeoneers.

Jessica
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Paula
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A freshmanundecided major.
Sponsored by
Pi Kappa Phi
Fraternity.
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Pirates' Streak Halted
By John Golden

Head Coach Renny Bryner celebrates victory.

Pirate Statistics
FGtf

FT-A

FT%

PTS

.540
.565
.582
.472
.568
.478
.625
.576
.609
.320
.200

62-91
48-57
28-36
6-6
47-60
7-10
23-39
8-17
29-51
6-11
0-0

.681
.842
.778
1.00
.783
.700
.590
.471
.569
.545
.000

266
266
170
40
315
51
143
46
185
22
2

Name

G-GS FG-A

Groover
Bush
Staiti
Pollman
Biackshear
Nance
Robinson
Madden
Owen
Hardeman
Buckley

17-17
17-17
17-4
15-0
17-17
16-0
17-15
17-0
17-15
13-0
3-0

102-189
109-193
71-122
17-36
134-236
22-46
60-96
19-33
78-128
8-25
1-5

ASC
TOTALS

17

647-1158 .559

283-404 .700

1548

OPP
TOTALS

17

544-1121 .485

221-346 .639

1299

G-GS -Games,Games Started; FG-A-Field Goals,
Attempts; FT-A -Free Throws. Attempts.
Overall Record: 14-3
Home Record:
9-1
Road Record:
5-1
District 25:
9-1
GIAC Record:
7-1

Schedule Remaining
Jan
Jan>
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb

28
30
2
4
6
11
14
18
25

v. North Georgia College
v. Georgia Southwestern
v. Berry College
v. Shorter College
v. Sava nnah State Col.
v. LaGrange College
v. A ugusta College
v. North Georgia College
v. Southern Tech

HOME (4:00)
HOME (8:00)
HOME (8:00)
HOME (8:00)
Away (8:00)
HOME (8:00)
Away (8:00)
Away (8:00)
HOME (8:00)

After exploding for a
record eleven straight wins
at the start of the 1983-84
season, the Armstrong
State Basketball team has
stumbled since the sea
son resumed following
Christmas break. The "A
Team" has lost three of its
last seven games since
January 4, including losses
to cross-town rival Savan
nah State College and
previously beaten Augusta
College.
The Pirates played
Wednesday night at Stet
son University in Deland,
Florida, but because of ear
ly deadlines the INKWELL
Sports Department is
unable to report on the
game.
The "A Team" rolled
past LaGrange College last
Saturday night 95-84. The
game, played in LaGrange,
Georgia, put Armstrong's
record at 9-1 in NAIA
District 25 play and 14-3
overall. The hero of the
game was Joe Staiti, who
scored an incredible 34
points, hitting 13 of 18 from
the field and shooting 100
per cent on eight freet h r o w s .
Tommy "Sweetness"
Biackshear, Captain of the
Pirates, finished behind
Staiti with 22 points, in
cluding eight field goals
and being six of six from
the line. Amp Bush added
eleven for the Pirates and
Jimmy Owen chipped in
ten. The Pirates fell behind
early in the game with foul
trouble, but took matters
into their own hands and
led at half-time 43-32.
The "A Team" was
forced to play the same
kind of catch-up game
against Augusta College at
the campus gym on
January 18. ASC missed its
first 12 field-goal attempts
after Jim Owen sank two
free-throws to give the
home team a 2-0 lead.
Meanwhile, the Jaguars
outplayed their hosts on
both ends and soon the
scoreboard read 16-2,
Augusta.
Gino Groover led Arm
strong on the night with 19
points. Jim Owen and Amp
Bush netted 14 each while
Joe Staiti scored 11. The
"A Team" held on to a slim
32-31 lead at intermission.

The Pirates played a
see-saw game throughout
the second half. With only
a minute remaining, Arm
strong's lead dwindled
from three points to one,
and Augusta took the lead
with eight seconds left.
Gino Groover's last-ditch
effort flew over the hoop as
Augusta evened the series
at 1-1 for the season.
Amp Bush scored 21
points at the "A Team"
defeat of Shorter College
on January 14 in Rome,
Georgia. Although Shorter
dropped to 2-15 on the
night, they nevertheless
held Armstrong to a
modest 28-20 lead at
halftime.
After intermission the
Pirates blew their hapless
hosts off the court,
building a 46-22 lead within
ten minutes. Gino Groover
and Tommy Biackshear
each added 12, and the "A
Team" went on to win
67-53.
The Pirate's other
losses in 1984 were at the
hands of Savannah State
College at the Savannah
Civic Center, and Georgia
Southwestern College in
Americus, Ga. While ASC
led throughout most of the
SSC matchup, they drop
ped the game by five in the
last seconds. The fans in
Americus were rude--to say
the least--as the "A Team"
dropped its second game
in a row on January 9. Vic
tories came
against
Blackburn College on
January 4 and Oglethorpe
University on the 11. The
Pirates battled Blackburn
until the last seconds and
won 88-85, and handled
Oglethorpe easily,
Several of Armstrong's
most outstanding players
received top honors in the
District standings this
week. Tommy Biackshear
is fifth in individual scoring
in the District with 315
points, while Gino Groover
and Amp Bush are eighth
and ninth respectively with
266 points apiece.
Jim
Owen is sixth in the District
in individual rebouding
with 143 points and Will
Robinson ranks ninth with
139.
In the individual fieldgoal percentage category,
Robinson ranks second in
Continued on page 9

ClftNE*
by Cary Cornette
Hello again!
To get the ball rolling I'd
like to say, "Hey, it's great
to be back!" The period of
absence is over and once
again the old INKWELL
wizards are back. Yes, that
includes the sports staff.
We're back and I'm proud
to eay that we'll be here
spitting out sports news
like a baby spits food; at
least until such time as we
get canned for some real
writers.
Since my last column a
lot has happened in the
sports world, far too much
for my mind to grasp. So in
stead of trying to be like
a issue of SPORTS
ILLUSTRATED and recap
the entire sports year we'll
just start from scratch. So
let me see if I can get the
rusted wheels in my mind
working and give you
something to tear apart.
Ah yes! For starters
let's talk about the recent
move which ASC made in
an attempt to better our
school. In case some of
you out there haven't
heard,
we're moving up in the
world--to be precise moving
up to NCAA Division I.
Although next year we will
make a brief appearance in
Division II. I'm sure those
of you who are here to get a
degree and just get on with
life are about as thrilled
with this news
as you
would be to find out who
won the World Champion
ship of Cow Chip Throwing.
For the rest of us this will
mean a lot.
From ail points of views
this move will mean more
of a good thing. More
money for the schooj, more
exposure to the world, and
a more competitive at
mosphere on the fields of
battle.
Now turning from
something of joy to
something which I find
hard to write about but
something I feel must be
mentioned. I'm speaking
about Yvonne English, a
young lady whom I affec
tionately called "Waldo".
When she was taken
from us in December I felt
as if I had lost a dear and
close friend; I think we all
felt that *way.
To me
Yvonne exemplified ASC

Continued on page 9
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Campus
by Cary Cornette
Hey, are you interested
in finding out where all the
swingers are on campus?
Well the easy way to find
out is go the the tennis
courts.
Yes, it's roiling
around to that time of year
again, when the men and
women's tennis team's
take to the courts.
The men's team is
coached by Dr. Patterson
and he has had some of his
players competing in tour
naments throughout fall
and winter in preparation of
the upcoming season.
They have now officially
started practice and -are
preparing for their season
which begins in February.
The team finished with a
14-14 r ecord last year and
captured 3rd in the district.
Even though the record
was .5 00, that was a good
record considering some of
the stiff opposition ASC
faced. As for this year Pat
terson is optimistic. He
stated th at a repeat of last
years record wouldn't be
bad considering the op
ponents they will face.
Teams like Flagler, Bowl
ing Green, and Central
Michigan, whom were all
nationally ranked last year.
The mens team is com
prised of Steve Garmen,

Basketball continued from page 8

Swingers

Remko Jansen, Edwardo
Ortiz, Terrance Reynolds,
Thomas Patterson, John
Cavitt, and Karl Grotheer.
Of these players more than
likely Steve or Remko will
be playing no.1 seed and
this same duo is expected
to do very well in doubles
action and Patterson said a
national ranking of the tamdem was a possibility.
One more thing about
the men's squad Patterson
wanted emphasized is that
he's still holding tryouts.
So if you've had any upper
level tennis experience and
would like to give it a try
either contact Dr. Patterson
or show up at 2:30 at the
tennis courts at practice
and talk to him.
As for the women's
team Ms. Gill has all the
women on the squad with
returnees Melissa
Buchheit, Dawn Graycen,
and Brenda Willey heading
the list. They have been
practicing since the se
cond week of January and
are very optimistic about
this year after last years
losing season.
The team has more
depth than last year's did
and they'll need it while
facing some strong teams
during their 33 matches.

They'll play teams like Ap
pa lachian S t a t e , C a r so n
Newman (nationally ranked
last year), and Georgia
Tech.
The team opens up it
schedule with a four team
tournament here on
February 24-25.
If you really want to see
some swinging action this
year come out and support
our tennis teams.
Corner con't from p^ge 8
-she was bright, vibrant,
and always smiling. In fact
one of the last things she
continued on pg. 12

ATTENTION LADIES!!!

On Wednesday, February
1st, Coach Betty Ford is
holding a meeting for all
ladies interested in playing
softball.

3:00 o'clock

Sigma Kappa Sorority
are co-sponsoring the homecoming corsage
sale. Orders may be placed at the Sigma Kappa Booth in the cafeteria from
11:30am-1:30pm on February 6-10. Corsages
will also be sold at the door.

j
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39 Flavors

AL and PAT ANDERS

Between Danny's
Pizza Express

(912) 925-0051
1*1507 Ab ercorn Exten-on
Savannah. Ga. 31419

The INKWELL once
again would like to con
gratulate Coach Bryner and
the "A Team" for the
tremendous season they
are having. We, along with
the students and the com
munity, wish the Pirates
the best of luck. Eat 'em
up, Pirates!

and

Gifts
Greeting Cards
Premiums

POOR AITS
GOURMET POPCORN, ISO

ding player in the NAIA's
District 25, which consists
of 14 teams in both Georgia
and Florida.
Coach Bryner stated
that most of the remaining
games will be important
District and Conference
gai. es. "We are very for
tunate to be 14-3 because
we've played mostly

RAMELLE'S FLORIST

OLEO
ENTERPRISES
FUND RAISING
SPECIALISTS

Gymnasium

the league with a percen veteran ball clubs. Our club
tage of .625, while Pirate has only been together for
teammates Jim Owen, Joe this season, whereas other
Staiti
and . Tommy teams in our district have
Blackshear occupy the been for two or three yearsis
a
big
fifth, eighth, and tenth -which
spots respectively.
Amp advantage",he stated.
Bryner also realizes
Bush claims the seventh
spot in the individual free- the importance of fan par
throw percentage category ticipation in the games as
with an excellent .842 per well. "The next six games
will be played at home,"
cent average.
The "A Team" leads Bryner stated, "and we're
the District in total team of relying on our fans to push
fense with a 91.1 point-per- us over the top. This year's
game average and a com Homecoming activities
bined season total of 1548 should be the best ever.
points. They also lead in We are making big plans to
team field-goal percentage, have week-long activities,
team rebound percentage, parties, and perhaps a
and margin of victory parade and a bonfire. Of
course, the highlight of the
percentage.
The INKWELL would week will be the Homecomgame
against
also like to take this oppor ing
tunity to congratulate Joe LaGrange, the dance, and
Staiti, who was named the crowning of the new
Queen.
District Player of the Week. Homecoming
Staiti was instrumental in Homecoming Week will not
ASC's victory in LaGrange be a success unless
last week and also con students participate, so
tributed eleven points ver we're trying to get the
sus Augusta.
Joe was students involved as much
judged the most outstan as possible."

"BE THERE OR BE SQUARE"

Catalog $2.00
(Refundable with first order)
P.O. Box 22506
Savannah, Ga. 31403
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MOI)Y DICK DELI
Mon-Thurs
l:00am-8:pm
Fri-Sat
ll:00am-3:30pm

b Sandwiches are our Specialty

1142,6 Abercorn Ext.(at Largo)
Var ty Shopping Plaza 927-4842

Moby Dick Deli
Present this coupon to get a
FREE Medium Coke with
any Sandwich.
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Intramurals

INTRAMURAL EDITOR:
Intramurals got off to a
popular start this quarter;
and it appears that the
basketball leagues are
recieving the brunt of the
attention. The games are
played upon the days
posted in the gym, and the
times vary from 12:30, to
8:15 a nd 9:15. The division
your in is based on the
teams skill level and the
games normally have ap
propriate officials. Ac
tivities already in progress
are; Pillo Polio, Handicap
Bowling and Outdoor Soc
cer. Although soccer
doesn't officially start until
Sunday.
Next on the agenda is
the Aerobic Dance classes.

RICK SOKOL

Listen everyone, all I can
say is "Why not?" The
classes are open to anyone
with the stamina to endure
the punishment. I'm sure if
you can't make it in the
beginning, the other
students will help you
along and it can only get
harder the next time. I
mean, sure I'd go - if I could
only find the timeMany different ac
tivities lie in the months
ahead. For example, if any
of you really got into play
ing volleyball last quarter;
the Intramural Department
has devised a little twist for
you. The new idea is 4 -Side
Volleyball, which will begin
February 2. The idea is to

offer a greater challenge to
the participants, for now
the individuals will be re
quired to work much more
as a team. Through this
type of competition
stronger rivalries should be
produced.
Therefore
creating a much more ex
citing match to watch. For
all of you "footballers" out
there, the most demanding
game of all is about to get
underway. The sport for
which we all are waiting is
indoor soccer. No other ac
tivity calls upon the in
dividual to possess a
greater amount of en
durance and pain-dodging
ability.
The other activities

General Information
This notice is just a
gentle reminder to inform
you, the average reader,
that it's about time you got
off your tail and started to
get involved in student ac
tivities! And what easier
and more exhausting way
can you think of other than
the ASC Intramural Pro
gram. Anyone can play! If
your Interested in par
ticipating in intramural fun
just go by the office and
sign up for the activity of
your choice. Independents
and organization members
Tired of having free
time and no where to go?
Well, look no more, the
ASC Athletic Department
offers a wide range of
recreational opportunities
to tame each students
desire for sporting enter
tainments. The only re
quirements that must be
adhered to is obeying the
rules and have your I.D.
card ready.
First of all, for all you
"water sports" lovers, there
is the indoor heated pool
which is available for
recreational swimming at
different times throughout
the year. The term "time is
adjustable" is used'in ac
cordance to when the pool
is open to the student
body. This just means that
you better check the

FOR THE FUN OF IT

are also invited to come
play in the team sports.
Anyone having questions
should direct them to Mike
Lariscy, Intramural Direc
tor. Announcements and
current information are
published right here in the
INKWELL, and on the
bulletin in the gym.
All students ( both
graduate
and
undergraduate ) and staff
are welcome to participate
in all phases of the in
tramural program. The only
exception is that no varsity
team member may par
schedule every morning
because the times are
always changing. Normally
though, the times only vary
every quarter, depending
on class registration. The
Armstrong Athletic Pro
gram can also boast of
possessing various tennis
courts located on campus.
These courts are available
to students and the public
alike, on a first come, first
serve basis. In fact, the on
ly difference between us
and the public masses is we get to play free! On a
sad note, the varsity tennis
team does have certain
priorities when it comes to
playing time,
At certain times
throughout the day the
gymnasium is also open for
student use. These times

ticipate in the same sport
during the current season.
Rules and regulations
governing each of the ac
tivities offered during the
winter quarter may be ob
tained in the intramural
department. The informa
tion on the bulletin board in
the lobby of the gym is the
latest official word.
Students should check the
board regularly for schedul
ing and possible changes.
The Intramural Department
is usually open to visitors
from 9:30 to 4:00, Monday
thru Friday.
are posted on the gym
bulletin board. It seems
that basketball and indoor
soccer are the going craze
this month. The last two
areas of recreational enter
tainment is the tennis prac
tice wall and the weight
room. Frankly, the "wall" is
no big deal. If you haven't
seen it, you haven't looked;
it's this gigantic wall
located behind the gym.
After you do find, I'll leave
it to you to decide what to
do with it. The ASC weight
room is growing in
popularity every quarter. It
has been expanded since
last year and is always full
of men and young ladies
alike. The weight room is
available whenever the gym
is open unless a class is
under way.

ACTIVITY

OPEN TO

4-Side Volleyball
Indoor Soccer
One-on-One Basketball
Free Throw Contest
Weight-Lifting Contests

ENTRY
DEADLINE

C
M,W
M,W
M,W
M,W

Jan. 26
Feb. 14
Feb. 15
Feb. 28
March 6-9

Feb. 2
Feb. 19
Feb. 21
Feb. 28
March 6-9

which are still to come are;
one-on-one basketball, the
free throw contest, and
assorted weight lifting con
tests. It appears as though
Mr. Lariscy and his depart
ment have something dif
ferent in store for everyone.
The only way to participate,
and have some fun, is to go
and get some friends
together and go join one -or
all - of the activities. If you

have any questions, and
you don't know where Mr.
Lariscy's office is - or your
to scared to drop by -just
phone. The number is
9 2 7 - 5 3 3 9 a n d they're
always happy to answer
any questions. Apologies
for the absence of any cur
rent standings, but they
were unavailable at press
time.

AEROBIC DANCE
TUESDAY and THURSDAY
7:00 pm - 8:00 pm
ASC Gym

FROM THE OFFICE

WE'RE BACK
Alright - attention
everyone. It seems to me
-upon recent investigation
-that there has been a
small, but noticable,
decline of student par
ticipation in the ASC In
tramural Program. Now
don't get me wrong. In no
way do I hold the student
body responsible for this
thoughtless neglect. In
fact, I choose to throw all
the blame upon the
negligent
reporting
abilities of the former
"sports department." In
their infinite wisdom they
blindly chose not to keep
their readers up-to-date and
aware of all present in
tramural action. But no
longer will the concerned
student be able to lay the
blame for their reduced in
tramural participation upon
the shoulders of the press.
For the old regime has now
been reinstated, and now
that we're back to our
rightful positions sports
will begin to take on an en
tirely new meaning for
readers. You will benefit
from being more aware of
the sports world around
vou, and therefore be on
your way to becoming a
more complete citizen

The main question
hear when talking to ne
students about our pr<
gram is; "Rick, how will
benefit as a person?" Th
answer to that is quite sin
pie; the aura of dominanc
will be yours. There is n
grander feeling than th
superiority asserted by rur
ning an opponent into th
ground, and there is n
greater victory than a c or
quest on the athletic fielc
Sure, scoring higher on
quiz than a classmate i
peachy; but what can bea
the thrill of running up th<
score on a friend in basket
ball, or while playing bad
minton to keep spiking th<
birdie into some wimp's
face.
These are "real'
things, experiences tha
can only be appreciatec
because the INKWELL has
reverted back to an earliei
era when sports was repor
ting the rigors of the "In
tramural Battlefield."
Well, thats all for now
Be sure to tune in nexl
week when teamwork and
cooperation will be the
topics for my discussion!
by Rick Sokol
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Ruggers Rankle Auburn
While most sports fans prepared for the On offense, despite a lack of good passing and
The ruggers still have problems. They need
superbowl, Armstrong's fledging ruggers a sense of when to pass, they made some good a fullback. This position requires someone
prepared an ambush. In their first match of the runs. The long searching kicks of McNulty with experience as a free safety who can pun
spring season, they went up against an ex drove the Auburn defense back and gave Arm the ball with accuracy and tackle with ferocity.
perienced Auburn B team and gave them strong a chance to run. It was still clear, Since fullback is also an offensive postion, the
everything they could handle while earning a however, that the team needs a lot more work. ability to run with the ball at good speed is also
hard foug ht 13-3 victory.
Team is the operative word here. Armstrong crucial. Despite the number of footballers at
In rugby, a new team does not usually play a continually covered one another on defense Armstrong, such a person has not yet emerged
veteran A team without paying its dues. These and supported fairly well on offense. They look on the team.
dues consist of demonstrating the ability to ed for the open man and tried to spring him with
They would be willing to go up against the
deafeat a club's lesser sides prior to playing the various moves.
When these ploys bogged likes of Georgia, Georgia Tech, Georgia
A side. Thus, Armstrong found itself playing down in the face of fierce resistance, the Pirate Southern, Auburn, Emory, and local club sides.
forwards were quick to keep the ball moving for The season offers a lot of hard games and the
the B team from Auburn.
Right from the start, Armstrong's forwards ward. This sort of swarming attack and defense team expects these to be excitinq matches.
recognized that backs were without much ex bodes well for the future.
perience and that they would have to play well.
They resolved to attack and continue attacking
throughout the game. On defense, they played
close to their backline and supported it well.
The attacking strategy worked as they con
continued from pg. 4
tinually kept Auburn off balance by driving
them back with kicks from Flyhalf Steve McNul
award-winning biography
of the Irish author and
tyArmstrong scored first as Auburn's backs
published an editor of
obstructed a Pirate player chasing after the ball.
James Joyce's letters. Dr.
Steve McNulty calmly notched the three
Ellmann's other books in
pointer penalty goal and the ruggers were off
clude:
Eminent Domain:
and running. This early lead was nullified when
Yeats Among Wilde, Joyce,
Pound, Eliot and Auden;
Armstrong was detected playing the ball on the
The Identity of Yeats;
ground after a tackle and Auburn responded
Golden
Dodgers:
with three points of their own. The tie did not
Biographical Speculations;
last long as Armstrong took the ball from an
The Consciousness of
Auburn lineout and McNulty drop-kicked
Joyce; and Ulysses on the
another three pointer.
Liffey.
Nothing much happened after Armstrong
The Minis Room in the
went ahead and the half saw the Pirates holding
Lane Library with its exten
a 6-3 lead. Armstrong had an apparent try called
sive rare book collection of
back when the referee could not see that
Georgia
authors, particular
flanker Dewey Hooper touched down early in
ly Conrad Aiken's writings,
the second half. The match continued to flow
and its five furnishings
back and forth with Armstrong maintaining
seemed a most appropriate
tremenduous poise in the face of continued
setting for the videotaping
Auburn thrusts at goal. With about ten minutes
of this visiting Oxford pro
left to go, McNulty got another penalty goal to
fessor's lectures.
And
make it 9-3 Armstrong.
technical equipment and
Auburn came storming back and the last
assistance were lent by the
minutes of the match proved to be the most ex
Audio Visual Department of
c
ntin
citing. Auburn was desperate and °
"®^
Armstrong as well as by Mr
hammered at the Pirate's defense. Armstrong
Fred
Waggoner, studic
Photo by SPS
came of age in this hot forge of contact- They
Dr. Joseph Killorin
evening news director at
sensed a win, and despite the onslaught of
scholar to participate in
WJCL-TV.
War Eagles continued to resist. They bent
The taped lectures will
"The Conrad Aiken Video
be edited by the Maryland
Lecture Series."
d'dW?thba little room at midfield, the pir®|®®
Center for Public Broad
The importance of the
called a play designed to penetrate the opposi
casting in Owings Mills,
project is described as
tion backline. The scrum won the bah numb^
Maryland. This was arrang
continued from pg. 1
follows by Professor
eight Bill Davis picked it up and..cr°^ Doint
ed by Mr. Beaufort, the Pro
Ellmann:
"There
is
no
on
the Lady Pirates when
gain line before being baited.
broke
ject director.
He had
question
that
such
an
ar
they
clash against Flagler
scrum half Mike Haviland too
McNu|'ty Who
established the neccessary
chive would be of the
College. The men's game'
past one defender and ££^,^'5Center
contacts while working in
liveliest
interest
to
starts at 8:00, with the an
created another gap before passing
Washington as a speech
students and to the general
nual banner competition
Scott Sutlive. Sutlive then outran the deTens^
writer for the former Chair
public. Everyone wishes
being judged at half-time.
to get a four point try as time ran
man of the National Endow
he
had
heard
the
famous
The Homecoming Queen
strong winners at 13"3ment for the Humanities,
jth a big wjn, so
lecturers who have retired
will also be presented at
Just as last season began wrth
9
d fferent
and in the course of his
or died, and who during
this time.
did the spring season. This time
gg ^
work with South Carolina
their working years in
After the game, go to
The victory came after a-very Aubum pressure.
Congressman Butler C.
fluenced large numbers of
the Homecoming Dance at
Derrick as a research assis
team had to gel under 'nt®
an inexperienced
people. Now there will be a
the Elk's Club Lodge. The
This was no runaway °v®
tant and correspondence
ainst a more
chance to do so. What is
Surf, a contemporary and
writer. Professor Ellmann
side but a hard hitting str_99 d experience and
surprising is that we
oldies group will provide
has agreed to send original
experienced team. Aubu
^ hard for
should have got so far into
the entertainment. Tickets
Joyce
photographs,
size and made the Pirates
the century before anyone
are available in the Student
manuscripts, and letters,
everything they got.
conceived of this wonder
Activities Office.
and to make similar Oscar
ful plan. I hope that the
Wilde material available to
The Pirate rugby season thu^ge^® thejr
Homecoming 1984
be used as inserts on the
promises
to be a gala
project
will
elicit
the
on a good footing.
Jjfronfidenee since they
videotapes.
event.
It is the largest
next matches with over
assistance,
as
it
will
cer
Qne wjn
ThjS
Arrangements
are
event on the Student Ac
had to work so hard to g
tainly enlist the en
tjce pays off and
presently being made with
tivities Calendar, so show
thusiasm
of
all
those
eager
match demonstrated th P
|<
to
create
t
wor
Dr. Harry Levin, Irving Babyour school some support
that a winning team really has to w
to
preserve
the
most
Professor of Combitt
and
make eight months of
brilliant and accessible
its own breaks.
pirates lucked into the
narative Literature at Har
hard
work pay off. It sure
aspects
of
the
academic
This is not to saythePi
re
very
backs we
vard University, to come to
beats watching television.
win. On defense, the Pira
cultural
heritage."
the bigger
Savannah as the second
good. Repeatedly, th®y k t tbe ball in playopposition backs and still kepi

Lecture

continued from page 4
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Phi
Homecoming greetings
Inkwell reader's!
Kappa
Omicron chapter of Phi Mu
Fraternity for women has
some news for you. During
the Christmas break,
sisters and pledges
gathered to call previors
donors to the 1983 United
Cerebral Palsy (U.C.P.)
Telethon to ask them for a
pledge renewal for the 1984
telephon.
An amazing
$3000 was raised in two
nights of calling.
Representatives for Phi Mu
appeared on the 1984
telethon form the WJCL
station Saturday, January
14th to present the $3000
donation.
Also in
December, Phi Mu s isters
and pledges wrapped
Christman
gifts
in
Oglethorpe Mall to raise
money for the Mental
Retardation Association.
Both events were very fun
and successful.
Coming up very soon
will b e the Phi Mu "Valen
tines for Hope" drive. This
Is when Phi Mu's sell
candy-grams and flowersgrams to faculty and
students to be delivered on
Valentine's Day. Or ders are

taken from February 1st
through February 13th. A
special addition to the
drive this year will be a
dozen roses which can be
purchased at a better price
than any of the local
florists, which can also be
delivered off-campus after
1:30pm on Valentine's Day.
The procedes from this
drive will go to our national
philanthropy Project Hope.
So, as soon as February 1st
gets here, place your
orders and help Phi Mu at
Armstrong help HOPE.
Phi Mu's are proud to
announce their represen
tative
in
the 1984
Homecoming Queen com
petition, Janet Potlcny.
Janet was chosen for
several reasons. Among
other things, she is a very
school-spirited Pirate fan,
who worked on the Inkwell
staff and plays on the ASC
Women's Tennis team.
Janet also plays on the
Armstrong Women's flag
football team that has gone
to the national champion
ship the last two years. The
sisters of pledges of Phi
Mu think you'll agree that
Janet Potlcny is the best
choice for Homecoming
Queen, so vote for her on
February 6th through the
8th. Happy Birthday
Shane Ennis (1-7) and Monl-

Do Da's Do Da
Right Things
The Do Da's began the
winter intramural basket
ball s eason with a modest
49-13 victory over the
"Members." The team is
hoping to capture their
third consecutive tourna
ment championship and a
repeat of the divisionwinning 15 - 2 performance
of the 1983 campaign.
Team captain and spiritual
leader Bill "The Ringer"
Rowling returns to an allstar stud cast to insure
another
Rowlicking
season.
Do Da football great
Walt Hickox has declined
the head coaching job of
the Pittsburgh Steelers so
he can continue his stellar
performance at Sears. Walt,
as you recall, is still falling
down from a stunning, firstever Do Da championship
in
flag-football.
"YEEAAHH!!!," said Walt
when asked about the
team's performance on the
never to be forgotten
Thursday Night Football

under the lights at Michael
Lariscy
Intramural
Memorial Stadium.
Soccer begins Sunday,
with the Do Da's relying on
the sure feet of C arter Har
rison. However, they will be
without the services of Kel
ly Harbaugh and Tim
Haeussler, two all-league
performers from the 1982
season, when the Do Da's
finished 6 - 2and second In
the league. Alongside of
Carter will be veterans
Michael
"Bloody
Gums"Barker and Ronnie
"Slide"
Thompson,
speedster Waynre Hickox,
and Continental sensation
Michael Alwan.
All sports aside, the
Do Da's would like to ex
tend good luck wishes to
all members no longer at
Armstrong: Scottie, Timmie, and Glennie at UGA;
Jimmy Ogle at GA State;
Neil at GA South; Bob at
Catalystics, and all of us
who drift in and out.
NEXT ISSUE: MORE
BOASTING

worthy causes as answer
ing the telephones on the
United Cerebral Palsy
Telethon and celebrating
some Christmas cheer with
Hillhaven Nursing Home.
The future includes par
ticipation in Homecoming
events, the sale of
Homecoming corsages,
and a special Valentine
message board is in pro
gress.
Congratulations to
Josie Murphy, Lisa Thom
son, and Angie Pomykala
for being named three of
the Outstanding Women of
America for 1983.

que Read (1-27).
Until next time, Pirate
fans, rembmber..."You'd
smile too, if you we re a Phi
Mu!"

The sisters and pledges
of the Epsilon Sigma
Chapter of Sigma Kappa
Sorority would like to
welcome everyone back to
school after that not quite
long enough Christmas
break.
The sorority has been
busy this past month with
That's right! And we have numerous activities. We
only one thing to say. "In have contributed to such
door, indoor, indoor" (soc
cer, that Is). So what if our
continued from pg. 9
egos were slung limp over
scholarship to be given in
our intramural volleyball
nets. So what if ou r slams said in t he hospital was an her name, a plaque that
are barely hanging in t here apology for not smiling and would be laid at the foun
this basketball season. speaking to some of us tain would be more than ap
Members never were any who had come to visit her - propriate.
The
reason
for
good with their hands that was typical of Yvonne.
anyway.
When it h appened, we that erecting a momento at the
On a sad note, we wish
knew her.felt torn apart. I fountain is because the
to send our condolences realized how I had only fountain illustrates the yt pe
and deepest regrets to Bill
known her for such a short of person she was - bubbly
Cobb's big toe, which pass time and how she had af and cheerful. I think we'll
all miss her dearly.
ed away last week. Bill's fected my life.
toe will be missed.
Until next issue, if the
As a tribute to her, I
(Perhaps Bill wishes his toe think that in addition to the present staff lasts that
were missed.)
outstanding cheerleader long, so long!

The Incredible
Order of the
Band of Happy
Members

Cary

Senior Psycho's

The Senior Seminar
class of the Psychology
department is offering the
best deal around on a party.
Only one dollar will buy you
a chance to win your
choice of a Keg of Beer or a
basket of c heer (12 b ottles
of liquor) along with a partysize bah of multi-flavored
popcorn.

to raise money to purchase
a computer for the
psychology department.
The students feel that hav
ing a computer within the
department will be a real
help to the program. It wi ll
make life easier for
students and faculty alike.

Tickets are on sale now
and are available from
The project is an effort psychology majors in the

cafeteria and around the
campus. For information
or tickets call or contact
the psychology department
at 927-5286. Popcorn is be
ing donated by Poor Al's
Popcorn Shop at Largo and
Abercorn.
So, take a chance on
winning big. The drawing
will be held March 12- jus t
in time for a St. Patrick's
Day B last.

Alpha Gamma

Gamma Rho chapter of
Alpha Gamma Delta Fraterni
ty for Women has already
started off the new year with a
bang! We had a sisterhood
retreat at Carol Brewton's
Riverhouse in Richmond Hill
on January 6-7. This retreat
consisted of a sisterhood pro
gram, a mass-slumber party
and loads of fun, the Alpha
Gam way. Thanks, Carol-you're a great hostess!
Looking back over fall
quarter, we would like to
thank all of you who sup
ported Alpha Gamma Delta
during Juvenile Diabetes
Week 1983. We sold daisies
for donations, sold baked
potatoes with toppings, had a
huge bake sale, and sponsored
a guestspeaker, complete with
hellium balloons and sugarless
candy for everyone. Geralyn
n a P h n n h o n t o r r\f

n m
l
Kass r\\M
did a
super-fantastic •job
of m aking this week such a
success-Alpha Gam raised
over $200.00for the Juvenile
Diabetes Foundation!!

Congratulations goout to
our newest sisters-Rosemary
Ware, Lynn Norris, and Cathy
Whitney, who were initiated
on Dec. 17. This ceremony
followed a week of exciting
pre-lnidation activities for the
chapter, including a Secret
Squirrel Christmas Party, a
dinner outing followed by the
chapter's attending the ASC
Basketball game, and a
fireside at sis ter Leslie Warnock's house. We welcome
our new members into the
Alpha Gamma Delta circle.

»

...

George, Jennifer Roberson,
and Lynn Tucker on theirre
cent engagements. Way to go!
We all want to be inthe wed
ding!
We extend our best wishes
to sister Leslie Warnock, who
was selected by Alpha Gam to
compete for Homecoming
Queen. Good Luck! Look for
the Alpha Gams at all of the
Homecoming Week activities.
Go Pirates!
In closing, we would like to
thank our chapter advisor,
Doris Cole, for nine years of
dedicated service to Alpha
Gamma Delta. We truly ap
preciate all s he has done.
Doris, we love you!

Congratulations are also in Until n ext time,
order for alumnae Fran Alpha Gam Annie

